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This communication reports on the first experimental verification of the peculiar predictions
regarding single and sequential weak values on a unique quantum particle, and to be specific
related to the simultaneous measure of non-compatible polarization observable of a single
photon [1]. This experimental evidence could result at odd with “one of the canonical dicta
of quantum mechanics” [2]: the impossibility of measuring two non-commuting observable
at the same time because of the wave function collapse. Nevertheless, in the framework of
weak measurements (WMs) this impossibility can be partially smoothed if sequential or joint
weak values evaluation is taken into account [2–5]. In fact, operating within this quantum
measurement paradigm, weak values are obtained extracting only a small amount of infor-
mation from a single measurement, preventing the collapse of the initial quantum state. Up
to now only WMs on a unique observable (eventually followed by a strong measurement) or
joint WMs performed on commuting observable and on different particles (or optical modes),
have been realized in laboratories [6–9]. On the contrary, sequential weak measurements,
which present features very sensitive to the systems dynamics and whose time order plays
a primary role, have not been performed yet. The main experimental results of this research
will be presented, showing a remarkable agreement with the theoretical simulations. The most
paradoxical situations, typical of weak values behavior, will be put in evidence.
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